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Model  EEG  mu-rhythm  with  BMFLC  for  time–frequency  decomposition.
Subject-specific  reactive  band  for  ERD  is  identified.
Study  is conducted  for  reactive  band  identification  and  improved  ERD  detection.
Selection  of  reactive  band  improves  the  ERD  detection  by  22%  and  classification  accuracy  by 10%.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  event-related  desynchronization  (ERD)  is  a magnitude  decrease  phenomenon  which  can  be found
in electroencephalogram  (EEG)  mu-rhythm  in  a certain  narrow  frequency  band  (reactive  band)  during
different  sensorimotor  tasks  and  stimuli.  The  success  of  ERD  detection  depends  on  proper  identification
of  subject  specific  reactive  band.  An  adaptive  algorithm  band  limited  multiple  Fourier  linear  combiner
(BMFLC)  is  employed  in  this  paper  for identification  of  subject  specific  reactive  band  for  real-time  ERD
eywords:
MFLC
EG
ubject reactive band
RD detection

detection.  With  the time–frequency  mapping  obtained  with  BMFLC,  a procedure  is  formulated  for  reactive
band  identification.  Improved  classification  is obtained  by applying  this  method  to  a  standard  BCI  data
set  compared  to  traditional  ERD  detection  methods.  Study  conducted  with  8  subjects  drawn  from  BCI
Competition  IV  data  set  show  a 22%  increase  in ERD  and  10%  improvement  in  classification  with  the

red  to
daptive filtering
CI

proposed  method  compa

. Introduction

Event-related desynchronization (ERD) is a magnitude decrease
henomenon in a certain frequency band which can be found in
EG, ECoG and MEG  during sensory and cognitive processing and
otor behavior. Since a hand movement �-rhythm (6–14 Hz) ERD

an be found in most subjects, the sensorimotor ERD pattern has
eceived significant attention in neuroscience research [10,15]. It
as shown that 93% of subjects successfully controlled an ERD

ased BCI device with over 60% accuracy. With this robustness, the
ensorimotor ERD can be considered as an efficient control signal
or BCI applications [6].

The sensorimotor ERD occurs in the �-rhythm (6–14 Hz). In
ost subjects the ERD can only be seen in a specific narrow band
15]. Two classical methods short-time power spectra and wavelets
ransform are widely adopted for subject’s reactive band deter-

ination [15]. In the short-time power spectra comparison, two

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 53 950 7232; fax: +82 53 950 5505.
E-mail address: veluvolu@ee.knu.ac.kr (K.C. Veluvolu).

304-3940/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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 standard  ERD  based  classification.
© 2012 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

power spectra for reference and activity periods are computed for
all event-related trials with short-time Fourier transform (STFT).
By comparing the difference between the two power spectra, the
region with significant difference was computed as the most reac-
tive band. The drawback of this method lies with the low frequency
resolution. The wavelet transform solves the problem of frequency
resolution; however its need for high computation remains a major
drawback for real-time applications. Also wavelet transform suffers
from tradeoff between temporal and spectral resolution similar to
STFT [1].  In [5], the EEG signal is band-pass filtered in the frequency
range of 7–34 Hz and ERD/ERS is computed with classical method
[15] using fixed narrow frequency bands. This method suffers from
low frequency resolution.

To overcome the problems, such as limited frequency resolution,
non-causality and high computation requirement, in this paper a
recently developed method BMFLC is employed [17]. The BMFLC
relies on least mean squares (LMS)-based adaptive filter that esti-

mates all individual frequency components in a pre-defined band of
interest. A statistical parameter is employed for automatic identifi-
cation of subject-specific reactive band. With the study conducted
on 8 subjects, an improved ERD detection and better classification

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neulet.2012.09.001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043940
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neulet
mailto:veluvolu@ee.knu.ac.kr
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ccuracy are obtained with the proposed method in comparison
ith traditional ERD detection methods.

. Methods

Since, EEG is comprised of quasi-periodic or quasi-sinusoidal
ignals characterized by coupled harmonically related frequencies,
here have been several Fourier based works [17]. A method that
racks energy distribution of every frequency component within

 pre-defined frequency band is desirable for accurate ERD detec-
ion and subject specific reactive-band selection. In this section,
ime–frequency analysis of EEG in the range of 6–14 Hz is per-
ormed by modeling EEG with BMFLC [17].

.1. Time–frequency modeling of EEG with BMFLC

To model the unknown �-rhythm, we consider the signal to be
istributed in the band of [ω1 − ωn] and then divide the frequency
and of interest into ‘n’ finite number of divisions �ω  [17] to form
MFLC:

k =
n∑

r=1

ark sin (ωrk) + brk cos (ωrk) (1)

here yk denotes the modeled EEG signal at sampling instant k.
rk, brk represents the adaptive weights corresponding to the fre-
uency ωr at time instant k. BMFLC adopts the LMS  algorithm to
dapt the weights ark, brk in (1) to the incoming unknown signal.
he algorithm can be stated as follows:

k =
{

[ sin (ω1K) sin (ω2K) · · · sin (ωnK) ]T

[ cos (ω1K) cos (ω2K) · · · cos (ωnK) ]T

}

k = wT
k xk (2)

k = sk − yk (3)

k = wk + 2�xkεk (4)

here wk =
[

a1k · · · ank, b1k · · · bnk

]T
and xk are the adap-

ive weight vector and reference input vector respectively. sk is the
eference signal, εk represents the error term and � is an adaptive
ain parameter. Input signal amplitude and phase are estimated by
he adaptive vector wk. For more details, see [17,18].  The accuracy
f modeling depends on the frequency spacing �ω/2�. A value of
.1–0.5 Hz for �ω/2� is optimum for estimation of band limited
ignal to obtain an accuracy of 96–98% [17,18].

Based on (1) and (2),  the weight vectors in wk represents the
ourier coefficients of the modeled EEG signal at time instant k. In
rder to evaluate the individual frequency components at any given
ime instant k, we compute the square-root of the sum of squares
f the sine and cosine components to obtain

f
k

=
[ √

a2
1k

+ b2
1k

2
· · ·

√
a2

nk
+ b2

nk

2

]T

(5)

here wf
k

is the absolute weight vector of the frequency compo-
ents at instant k. The time–frequency weight matrix termed D can
e obtained for the signal with m samples as

 =
[

wf · · · wf · · · wf
]

(6)

1 k m

This time–frequency decomposition contains the absolute
alues of all the frequency components with frequency spac-
ng/resolution �ω  and time resolution k. As D(k, f ) represents the
tters 528 (2012) 137– 142

amplitude of frequency component at time instant k, the power for
all the frequency components can be computed as

P(k, f ) = D(k, f ) × D(k, f ) (7)

where P(k, f ) represents the power of frequency component f at
time instant k. Hence the P matrix represents the power distribu-
tion of the band limited signal, the average of the row vector of
each frequency component over time interval provides the aver-
age power of the corresponding frequency component in the given
�-rhythm.

2.2. Reactive band Identification

In [15] it was shown that selection of most reactive-frequency
bands for subjects when compared with standard frequency bands
has higher ERD detection success rate. The difference in the mean
of the weights between rest and activity will provide the quali-
tative measure of each frequency component variation between
the rest and imagery/real movements of the subject. The average
power during the rest (PRest) and movement imagery (PImag) can be
obtained as

PRest(f ) =
∑k2

k=k1
P(k, f )

k2 − k1
; PImag(f ) =

∑k4
k=k3

P(k, f )

k4 − k3
,

PDiff = PRest − PImag

where, k = [k1 k2] is the time period during rest and k = [k3 k4]
is the time period during imagery/real movement. The band of fre-
quencies that correspond to the largest difference in average power
(PDiff) can be identified as the subject’s reactive band. Although, the
region with the high difference can be identified, selection of reac-
tive band and bandwidth remains as a problem. To overcome this
issue, this paper uses a statistical parameter developed in [18] as a
norm to identify the reactive band. We  define the power ratio % as

� = Aopt

A�
× 100

where Aopt is the area under the PDiff curve for the selected reac-
tive band and A� is the total positive area under the PDiff curve for
the �-band. The band that provides the maximum area under the
PDiff curve for the given bandwidth is chosen as Aopt. Since Aopt, A�

represent the average power in the optimal band and �-band, �
represents % average energy ratio of selected reactive band to the
�-band. A statistical analysis of this parameter will reveal the band
characteristics, and a proper selection of this parameter will lead
to automatic identification of the reactive band.

2.3. ERD estimation

As precise time–frequency power distribution is available in the
form of P matrix, ERD can be directly calculated. To compute the
spectrum band-power in a specific frequency band, we compute
the sum of individual power components at a given instant k as:

PR(k) =
f2∑

f =f1

P(k, f ) (8)

where (f1, f2) is the identified reactive band of the subject. An
ERD estimate [15,5] is obtained by computing the relative band-
power with respect to reference time-window. If we  denote Pref =∑k2 PR(k)/(k2 − k1) as the averaged reference power during the
k=k1
reference period, then ERD(k) can be estimated as:

ERD (k) = PR(k) − Pref

Pref
(9)
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Table 1
Subjects with optimal band power ratio.

Bandwidth No. of events with � %

20–50 50–70 70–85 85–100

BW+ = 2 Hz 6 4 5 1
BW+ = 2.4 Hz 6 3 4 3
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BW+ = 3 Hz 2 6 3 5
BW+ = 3.6 Hz 1 3 5 7

.4. Data for analysis

For analysis, 8 subjects EEG data drawn from BCI Competition IV
3] data set 2a is used in this paper. Four classes of cue-based motor
magery tasks were carried out, namely the imagination of move-

ent of the left hand, right hand, both feet and tongue. For more
etails, see [3].  For hand movement imagery, EEG data from the
lectrodes C3 and C4, placed over the sensorimotor cortex accord-
ng to 10/20 international system, where the �-rhythm originates,
s selected for analysis. In order to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio
f the EEG data, as suggested in [13], a small Laplacian spatial filter
s applied to obtain the EEG signal at C3 and C4 locations.

. Results

For modeling the �-rhythm, the data is band-pass filtered
etween 6 and 14 Hz. We  choose the following parameters for
he BMFLC: f1 = 6 Hz, ω1 = 2�f1, fn = 14 Hz, ωn = 2�fn with fre-
uency spacing �ω/2� = 0.2 Hz and adaptive gain � = 0.015.
MFLC was used to model the EEG �-rhythm for each trial sep-
rately with a 1 s moving window and 0.5 s overlap. The first 0.5 s
as discarded as the weights does not adapt completely. BMFLC is

pplied to all trials (right hand C3 (RH) imagery, left hand C4 (LH)
magery) separately. The accuracy of EEG modeling with BMFLC is
uantified with % accuracy that is defined as:

 Accuracy = RMS  (s) − RMS  (ε)
RMS  (s)

× 100 (10)

where RMS  (s) =
√(∑m

k=1sk

)
/m. The mean and standard devi-

tion (±STD) of % accuracy with BMFLC for 8 subjects for all trials is
btained as 98.64 ± 0.24. As BMFLC is applied to all trials separately,
he obtained time–frequency weight matrices (D in (6)) for all trials
s averaged to obtain the subject time–frequency map  for a specific

otor imagery task. For illustration, the averaged time–frequency
aps for three subjects are shown in Fig. 1(a1)–(c1).
From the cue sequence (cue presents at t = 2 s), the reference

eriods for the rest and motor imagery task are set to be t = 0.5–1.5 s
nd t = 3–4.5 s respectively. With the methodology presented in
ections 2.1 and 2.2,  the power difference between the rest and
ctive part for all frequencies in the �-band is computed for all
rials and the average plots are shown in Fig. 1(a2)–(c2) for three
ubjects. To analyze the effect of bandwidth BW+, the power ratio
�) for varying bandwidths (2 Hz, 2.4 Hz, 3 Hz and 3.6 Hz) is com-
uted for all subjects (C3 (RH) and C4 (LH) events). The number
f events (C3 (RH) and C4 (LH) events) for various bandwidth BW+

nd � selection are tabulated in Table 1. The distribution of the
vents in the table reveals that an average � of 40–65% exists in
ost subjects. The power ratio � provides a measure of how good is

he selected reactive band. For only few events, an increase in BW+

ncreased the energy or power ratio. Hence in this study, � ≥ 50
an be chosen as the basis to identify the subject-specific reac-

ive bandwidth. For subjects with low � < 30, bigger BW+ > 2 can be
elected to adjust the �.  However for ease of classifier implemen-
ation, a reactive bandwidth of 2 Hz is selected for all the subjects in
his paper. For a reactive band with BW+ = 2, � for all subjects and
tters 528 (2012) 137– 142 139

events are tabulated in Table 2. Most of the subjects have � > 50. The
average time–frequency decomposition maps and the identified
reactive bands for three subjects are presented in Fig. 1(a1)–(c1).
The identified reactive bands of the subjects are co-related with
their time–frequency maps as shown in Fig. 1(a2)–(c2). For subject
#1 C3 (RH) event, energy decrease can be seen within 0.5 s before or
after the cue onset as shown in Fig. 1(a1). This energy decrease can
be related to the ERD phenomenon during the movement imagery
task. The power ratio (�)  is obtained as 43.2 for BW+ = 2 Hz. The
power difference curve clearly shows the existence of the reactive
band in Fig. 1(a2). The reactive band identified for all subjects are
shown in Table 2. The results of reactive band selection for the three
subjects are shown in Fig. 1(a2)–(c2). Among the three subjects,
ERD can be identified in different frequency bands. For subject #3
C4 (LH) event, the identified reactive band is shown in Fig. 1(b2)
with � = 32.5. However for subject #7 C3 (RH) event, the condi-
tion � ≥ 50 is satisfied and the identified reactive band (9–11 Hz)
is shown in Fig. 1(c2). For most of the subjects, both the electrode
positions (C3 and C4) exhibit similar reactive band characteristics.
ERD phenomenon for three subjects with the reactive band and
complete �-band are shown in Fig. 1(a3)–(c3). The difference of
the maximum ERD and the minimum ERD value within the refer-
ence period is chosen for comparison of the proposed reactive band
ERD% and the �-band ERD% in Table 2.

In order to test the variation of the estimated average over all tri-
als, bootstrap method (with 500 times re-sampling) [5] is employed
for estimating the 95% confidential interval (CI) for time and fre-
quency. The estimated 95% CI is then transformed to the form of
ERD with (9).  The results of 3 subjects with the estimated 95% CI
are shown in Fig. 1(a4)–(c4) for �-band and in Fig. 1(a5)–(c5) for
reactive band respectively. ERD value for a sample may  be consid-
ered significant with 95% confidence interval when both upper and
lower confidence values of this sample show the same sign. With
the proposed method for ERD estimation, it is clear that the ERD
values always lie within the 95% CI.

Since, the goal is to apply the proposed method for BCI appli-
cations, ERD based classifier [12] is used to classify different limb
movements (RH, LH) with the proposed method. As the classifier
relies on the power changes in the specified frequency band, the
power of the signal in the identified subject-specific reactive band
obtained with BMFLC can be readily used for classification. The sig-
nal power in the 2 Hz reactive-band is considered as the feature
vector. With 0.2 Hz frequency spacing, the feature space dimension
will be 2 channels × 10 frequency weights (2/0.2) for each sample.
Similar to [16], the classification is made in the 1 s window after
the cue onset. By selecting 3–4 s as the decision window, a decision
is made at every 240 ms  in the 1 s window (four decisions in the 1 s
window). The data of BMFLC was  averaged in the decision interval
to get the power estimate. Every element in the feature vector is an
averaged power value in (7) and is given by

pf
i

= 1
N

i∑
t=i−N

P(t, f ) (11)

where i is the time index of a particular decision point, f is frequency
index and N is the number of samples in that time interval. Thus,
the feature vector is designed as

Fi
BMFLC =

(
p

fmin
i,(C3) · · · pfmax

i,(C3), p
fmin
i,(C4) · · · pfmax

i,(C4)

)T

(12)

where fmin and fmax are the lower and upper bound of the identi-
fied reactive band, C3 and C4 are the channel indices. The linear

discriminate analysis (LDA) is considered as a robust classifier
for classifying the EEG power changes [8]. And its generalization,
quadratic discriminate analysis (QDA) [2] is shown to have superior
performance when the wavelets coefficients are used as features for
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Fig. 1. (a1, b1, c1) Time frequency decomposition of power with the proposed method for three subjects (S#1, S#3 and S#7, the dark line indicates onset of the stimulus);
(  % in �
9

c
p
i
i
q
t

a2–c2) Reactive band identification for three subjects; (a3–c3) Comparison of ERD
5%  CI for ERD in identified reactive band.

lassification [7].  Since BMFLC provides power of frequency com-
onents in EEG, both LDA and QDA are used for classification [7]
n this paper. For comparison, band power based classifier is also
mplemented. The signal is first band pass filtered into 3 Hz fre-
uency bins (7–10, 9–12, 11–14) with 1 Hz overlap [14]. Similar to
he earlier method, every 240 ms  data are averaged to form one
-band and the identified reactive band; (a4–c4) 95% CI for ERD in �-band; (a4–c4)

feature vector with dimension 2 channels × 3 power samples. The
obtained feature vectors are fed to both LDA and QDA.
Similar to [16], we  assume that the classifier produces decisions
at a constant rate, i.e. every 240 ms.  In The BCI system can be more
interactive by providing feedback on the user performance for con-
stant improvement. The classifier is trained at four points [16]. In
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Table 2
Comparison of ERD (%) in �-band and reactive band.

2 Sessions × 6
runs × 48 trails

� (reactive band) Identified reactive band (Hz) max{ERD%}–min{ERD%}

�-Band Reactive band Improvement

S#1
C4(LH) 32.2 7–9 88.7 100.4 11.7
C3(RH) 43.2  10–12 92.2 95.7 3.5

S#2
C4(LH) No band(7–14)
C3(RH) No band(7–14)

S#3
C4(LH) 32.5 11–13 111.1 130.9 19.8
C3(RH)  26.8 11–13 131.7 150.8 19.1

S#4
C4(LH) 36.9 10–12 44.9 91.9 47.0
C3(RH) 76.6  10.4–12.4 71.4 116.1 44.7

S#5
C4(LH) No band(7–14)
C3(RH) 63.9 9–11 35.0 47.6 12.6

S#6
C4(LH) 78.8 11–13 97.5 113.1 15.7
C3(RH)  59.7 11–13 40.5 69.2 28.7

S#7
C4(LH) 51.6 9–11 97.9 121.6 23.7
C3(RH)  54.4 9–11 113.3 137.6 24.3

S#8
C4(LH) 85.1 9–11 89.8 114.5 24.7
C3(RH) 74.1  9–11 69.8 100.9 31.1

o
t
d
a
m
d
f
c
d

d
a
i
b

S#9
C4(LH) 83.6 9.8–11.8 

C3(RH)  70.5 10.2–12.2 

rder to make 4 decisions, 4 LDA or QDA classifiers are trained with
he data of that specific decision point for all the trials. For each
ecision point, 10 × 10-fold cross validations [16] are used. The
ccuracy obtained from k × k fold cross validation [16] is a robust
easure of the performance of the classifier. In this technique, the

ata is divided into 10 parts randomly, where 9 sections are used
or training and 1 section is used for testing. The accuracy of the
lassifier is based on the test data and the overall accuracy at each
ecision point is averaged over 100 times for validation.

The box plots of the classification accuracy for all subjects at all

ecision points are shown in Fig. 2. It is clear that BMFLC based LDA
nd QDA has higher median classification accuracy compared to
ts respective band-power counterparts. An independent t-test has
een applied to test whether the results are significantly different.

Fig. 2. Average classification accuracy at four decision points for all subjects.
144.1 152.3 8.2
108.2 116.1 7.9

For the BMFLC based LDA classifier the classification accuracy has
higher interquartile range and the results are also left-skewed com-
pared to band power based LDA as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, the
average accuracy of BMFLC based LDA is superior compared to band
power based LDA (t = 11.770,  ̨ = 0.001).

BMFLC based QDA also performed better compared to band
power based QDA as shown in Fig. 2(b). Although the BMFLC based
QDA has slightly higher interquartile range compared to band
power based QDA, the median of accuracy of band power based
QDA is lower than the lower quartile of BMFLC based QDA. Fur-
ther the average accuracy obtained with BMFLC based QDA for all
decision points was 74.7% compared to 63.97% obtained with band
power based QDA. An independent t-test show that this difference
in accuracy is significant (t = 10.975,  ̨ = 0.001). This clearly high-
lights that a classification boundary associated with QDA is more
appropriate to pair with BMFLC to achieve high accuracy.

4. Discussions and conclusions

With the proposed method an average of 22% improvement
is obtained in ERD detection for hand motor imagery tasks over
all subjects. Of all the subjects, reactive band cannot be identi-
fied for subject #2 (C3 and C4) and subject #5 (C3). The band is
distributed and so the complete �-band is considered as the reac-
tive band. The power ratio � provides a measure of how good is
the selected reactive band. For subjects with distinctive reactive
band (e.g. Subject #1, Fig. 1(a2)), a high value for � can be chosen
for further improvement. For some subjects (subject #1 and #4),
the reactive band lies slightly outside the �-band (7–14 Hz). The
time–frequency map  in Fig. 1(a1) clearly shows the occurrence of
ERD in the frequency range of 6–9 Hz. Hence it is advisable to ana-
lyze the reactive band characteristics in the range of 6–14 Hz for
identification. The proposed method is simple and is more suitable
for ERD based real-time BCI applications. Both the classifiers LDA
and QDA showed improved classification for motor imagery tasks.

Recently, a generalized ERD estimation method [11] that incor-

porates pre-stimulus activity is developed. The method requires
a specific experiment protocol to identify the dynamic reference
in the EEG signal. As BMFLC is a fixed frequency amplitude track-
ing algorithm, it can be directly applied to the dynamic reference
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EG data for generalized ERD estimation. Earlier methods relied
n average procedure or selection of fixed bands for reactive band
dentification [15]. For ERD detection with matching pursuit algo-
ithm [4],  the computation requirement is high and is not suitable
or real-time implementation. In [9],  the time–frequency analy-
is of EEG signal is obtained with local discriminant bases where
nly 4 Hz frequency resolution is obtained. All the above discussed
ethods [4,9] decompose the signal into wide frequency bands
hereas BMFLC relies on a narrow band and hence good classifica-

ion can be obtained. Although, the application of BMFLC is limited
o analysis of �-band ERD in this paper, the method is applicable
o other frequency bands in EEG. ERD and ERS can be estimated
imultaneously by employing two BMFLC algorithms separately in
heir frequency range of interest.
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